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In fast-moving and volatile commodity markets, rapid reactions are crucial for 

the treasury operations of Olam International. The company wanted to strengthen 

its processes and systems to allow managers to get an overview of trading 

positions and the related financial risk in real time. Olam’s agribusiness 

integrated treasury processes with the SAP S/4HANA® Finance solution for 

treasury and risk management and, as a result, has improved transparency 

and compliance management. 

Olam: Transforming Treasury and Risk 

Management to Accelerate Decision-

Making and Support Compliance



Before: Challenges and Opportunities

• Track foreign-exchange exposure across more than 20 currencies

• Manage foreign-exchange risk across more than 100 profit centers

• Streamline treasury activities including cash management, debt management, and trade finance

• Improve accounting transparency and support compliance with global accounting principles

Why SAP and Fourth Signal (India) Pvt Ltd.

• Single centralized solution based on the SAP S/4HANA® Finance solution for treasury and risk 

management

• Automation of trade finance processes, exposure classification and collection, and the corresponding 

foreign-exchange management reporting 

• Integration with the SAP® ERP application to enable consolidated financial reporting

• Specialist expertise in the deployment of treasury solutions from partner Fourth Signal 

After: Value-Driven Results

• Better-informed cash-flow management decisions based on near-real-time reporting on trading 

positions

• Single source of truth for foreign-exchange exposures across multiple products

• Automation of treasury workflows, improving process traceability and freeing up staff from low-value 

administration tasks

Automating Treasury Operations with 

SAP S/4HANA® Finance for Treasury and Risk Management

“SAP S/4HANA Finance for treasury and risk 

management helps us manage foreign-exchange 

transactions and drive process efficiency across very 

large transaction volumes. It also delivers reliability and 

the scalability to support our future needs.” 

Amit Kansal, Vice President – Treasury and Head of Origination –Trade and 

Structured Finance, Olam International Limited

Olam International 

Limited 

Jurong, Singapore 

www.olamgroup.com

Industry

Agribusiness

Employees

40,800

Revenue

S$35.8 billion 

(US$26.6 billion) 

Products and Services

Food ingredients, animal 

feed, and fiber; commodity 

financial services

Featured Solution

SAP S/4HANA Finance for 

treasury and risk management 

50%
Faster reporting on 

foreign-exchange positions
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Featured Partner

100%
Automated foreign-exchange 

financial tracking
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Transforming Agribusiness Value Chains to 

Reimagine Global Agriculture

From humble beginnings 30 years ago as an exporter 

of cashew nuts, Olam International has grown to 

become a global food and agribusiness leader. 

Today, with operations in more than 60 countries, 

the company has a sourcing network of 4.7 million 

farmers and provides 17,300 customers worldwide 

with products ranging from spices and grains to 

industrial raw materials.

Providing insights for rapid decision-making 

In the volatile agricultural commodities market, the 

ability to make decisions and act on them quickly 

is key to success. Olam wanted to strengthen its 

processes and systems to ensure traders and 

managers were able to get better real-time insights 

to pivot quickly in a fast-changing environment.

“Inadequate or excessive hedging can lead to 

significant financial risk to our business, and we 

need to make sure that we take appropriate 

decisions,” remarks Amit Kansal, Vice President –

Treasury and Head of Origination – Trade and 

Structured Finance at Olam. “For this reason, we 

wanted to improve visibility across our treasury and 

risk management processes to enable better, faster 

decision-making.” 
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Integrating and Automating Treasury Workflows 

with a Single Centralized Solution

Olam evaluated several treasury solutions and was 

impressed by the rich functionality offered by the 

SAP S/4HANA® Finance solution for treasury and 

risk management. Furthermore, tight integration 

with the company’s existing SAP® ERP application 

was a key factor in the decision to deploy the 

solution.

Harmonizing treasury operations in line with 

best practices

With help from SAP partner Fourth Signal (India) 

Pvt Ltd., specialists in the implementation of 

treasury solutions, Olam established a single 

centralized solution based on the treasury and 

risk management capability. Integrating and

harmonizing front-office and back-office treasury 

operations, the solution supports a standardized, 

best-practice approach to debt management, trade 

finance management, and cash and liquidity 

forecasting.

Automated tracking of foreign-exchange exposure 

provides a consolidated position across multiple 

currencies, with covers allocated to specific 

business units. In addition, the solution automates 

bank settlements, regularization linked to cash 

flows, and rollovers on the expiry of covers. 

Meanwhile, the solution also offers traceability 

for transactions, with automated reporting in line 

with internationally accepted accounting practices.

Executive overview Objectives Solution
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60
Person months saved each 

year due to automation of 

reporting tasks



Increasing Visibility and Traceability 

of Treasury Operations

Powerful functionality in SAP S/4HANA Finance for 

treasury and risk management provides insights 

that help employees work more productively. The 

solution now enables traders to obtain a market 

valuation of their current trading position within 

just three to four minutes, half the time it took 

previously. 

For managers, holistic reporting across different 

currencies and business units on a near-real-time 

basis helps inform and accelerate hedging decisions 

and improve working capital management. 

“SAP S/4HANA Finance for treasury and risk 

management provides us with a single source of 

truth about our financial exposure across all the 

different services we offer,” comments Kansal. 

“With visibility across all our trading activities, we 

can quickly see how our overall position has 

altered and if we need to adjust our hedging 

approaches accordingly.”

Automating processes to improve control and 

increase efficiency

From a single solution, users across multiple 

functions can now access more than 50 automated 

reports. Furthermore, with reporting now available 

at the touch of a button, treasury teams no longer 

need to spend days compiling reports manually 

from numerous data sources, freeing them up to 

spend time on higher-value tasks.

The solution also enables managers to track each 

trader’s position at the end of each day. This 

provides an early warning of anyone exceeding 

their limits, minimizing potential financial or 

compliance risk for the company.
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Harnessing Intelligent Capabilities 

to Become More Agile

With a standardized global template for commodity 

management, Olam is now in a position to scale 

operations quickly and efficiently as the business 

expands. The centralized solution is also enabling 

resilience in times of rapid change. 

“Our consolidated and integrated IT infrastructure 

meant that we could move quickly to a work-from-

home scenario during the COVID-19 pandemic,” 

confirms Thiagaraja Manikandan, President and 

Group CIO at Olam. “Almost overnight, we were 

able to set up remote-working capabilities, with 

zero disruption to the business.”

Increasing automation using intelligent solutions

As the company continues its journey to becoming 

an intelligent enterprise, SAP solutions are 

supporting digitalization across the supply chain. 

Olam is also considering how intelligent technologies 

could potentially streamline and accelerate treasury 

processes. The company is looking into incorporating 

capabilities such as embedded analytics, robotic 

process automation, advanced compliance reporting, 

and profitability management.

“SAP solutions are enabling us to build a robust and 

intelligent treasury operations architecture without 

reinventing the wheel,” concludes Manikandan. 

“Advanced preconfigured technology is helping us 

to create an IT infrastructure that enables us to 

act more nimbly while meeting the unique com-

pliance requirements that are specific to our industry.” 
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